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CONTACtiNG or kindling inetailic cargo lines, hand 

rails, iifclines or standing rigging uitdet certain 

circumstances while 
1 

ship hf (high frequency) 

transmitters are radiating may constitute a hazard to 

shipboard personnel. In tl1e past year, in fact, the reports 
of rf (r,1dio frequency) bi1rns have increased 
sul,stanti<1/ly. This increase is prirn<1rily caused by the 
increased power and number of hf transmitters being 
r1sed aboard cargo ships. Accordingly, NA VSEC (Na Pal 
Sl1ip Engineering Center) has conducted investigatiuns to 
deter111ine the serious11ess of the rf burn problem. Tests 
and measurements were m_ade on cargo equipinent 

aboard the USS Great Sitkin (AE-J7), USS Nitro 

(AE-23), USS Charleston (LKA-113), USS Wichita 

(AOR-1), USS Canisteo (A0-99) and USS Kilauea 

(AE-26). 
At the time of the tests, no standards or guidc:lines 

existed for use in defining an rf burn hazard or for 

· conducting tests for hazardous conditions. Criteria used 

for defining electrical shock are not applicabli: to rf 
burn. It was, therefore, necessary to develop a 

h1easurement technique and to establish the level of rf 

voltage that could be coi1tacted without danger. 

Conditions vary under which hazardous voltages are 

induced. These conditions depend upon such factors as 

frequency of transmission, radiated power, number of 

transmitters, type of anten11;1, physical relationship as 

well as distance between antenna, cargo lines and 

standing rigging and the configuration of the cargo 

handling equipment (e.g., booms, rigging, whips, etc.) at 

the tiine. In all tests on cargo e,1uipment to date, only 

radiation at frequencies below approximately six MH 2 

(megahertz) has produced hazardous voltages. Radi,1tion 

at frequencies of approximately four MH 2 has 

consistently produced the highest voltages. Hazardous 

voltages have been encountered at other frequencies (12 

MHz) aboard ships with structures such as Asroc loaders. 

In general, any metallic structure or device is a potential 

rf burn hazard when its length is one-fourth or greater 

than one-fourth the electrical wavelength of the 

frequency of radiati~n transmitted from a nearby hf 

antenna. 

RF Burn Causes 

Results of the tests show that rf voltages sufficient to 

cause severe rf burns to personnel are being induced into 

the metallic. !i_nq 'of cargo-handling equipmeri t that 

approach or';e"icceed one-fourth of a wavelength. The 

hazardous 'vi:jfr;tges are a test.ilt of i1ttehse rf tadiatioh 
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from hf trai1smtttmg an tcnnas loca tcd near vertical 

ungrounded metallic cables sllch as burton whips, span 
wires, outhauls, and lines associated with cargo booths. 

The induced voltage is a natural phenomenon, and is in 

no way a result of improper operation of the eqLiipments 

involved. 

NA VSEC has established that open-circi1it ·rf voltages 

exceeding 140 volts on items in an rf radiation field 

must be presumed to be hazardous. Ha~;1rdous for this 

purpose is defined as the rf vcltage level that yvill cause a 

person pain, visible skin cLimage, or invohmtar·y reaction. 
The involuntary re:1ction resulting from the surprise of a 

burn can cause ;1 person to jump back and strike or be 

struck by another object, or tu drop an object he is 
carrying and possibly injure himself or some.one else. The 

term "hazard'' docs not include the lower voltages that 
cause annoyance. a stinging sens,1tion, ·. or moderate 

heating of the skin ;it the contacted ;1rca. 

Cargo Hook Insulators 

As a result of early reports of personnel receiving rf 
burns from cargo hooks, thL· Navy bcg;in the 

development of a cargo hook insuLitor to be used to 

isolate the hook from crane riggi11g. An insulator link 

made of filament-wound plastic was developed and 
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approved. Specific,itioiis for the link ate contained in 

Mll-L-24410, dated 5 Febtuaty i970. the inslilatot 

links ate cl.issified in atcotdance with the following 

types: 
type i ~· Fot cranes rated at i1ot mote than is long 

tons. 1 

Type 11 - F~r cranes rated at not rriore than 30 long 

tons. 
Type 1ii - For ctahes rated at not more than 50 long 

tons. 
the E. b. Bullard Company; 2680 Bridgeway, Sausalito, 

California, manufactures insulator links that, while not 
constructed to conform to MIL-L-244 J 0, are available 
by direct order from the company and are approved by 
NAVSEC for Navy use. The insulated links are made in 
a complete range of load ratings from one-half ton 
through 40 tons. However, the Bullard Company's load 
ratings must be derated to provide a minimum "factor of 

~afety" of five as required for tunning rigging by the 
General Specifications for Ships of the U. S. Navy. 

The cargo hook instiiatots have been tested and 
shown to be effective in eliminating the possibility of 
personnel receiving rf burns when they come in contact 
with cargo hooks. the tf voltage and potential rf burn 
hazard above the insulator will, however, remain 
unaffected. 

.-. Operating Procedures And Resttaihts 

• The tf burn hazard to personhei handling cargo 
eqµipment can be minimized by the formlilation and 
o.l>sc:"tvance of operating procedures which would govern 

,··.!' . 

the simultaneous Lise of hf ttanJhlitters and cargo 

handling equipment. Operating procedures, to be 

effective, will of necessity restrict Use of the eqliipments 

involved. therefore, operating procedures must be 
derived from measurements and tests aboard ~ach ship 
to determine individual conditions relative to hf 

transmissions and cargo handling operations. to enstite 

. minimum operational restraints, test petsonnel making 
measurements must select and investigate numerous 

combinations of frequencies, antennas, and cargo 
equipment configurations. From these tests, it can be 
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determined what combinations · of antennas and · ;; 
frequencies may be used safely when cargo lines are .... ...,, 
being handled at each station. Operating procedures may . 
then be established to pe·t'.mit maximum safe t·'_; 
simultaneous utilization of hf transmitters and 
cargo-handling equipment. 

NAVSEC is presenfly preparing detailed instructions 
for use by ship personnel to determine if they have an rf . -" 
burn problem and, if one. exists, how to cope with it .. 1/ · 

the instructions will ,provide all measurement techniq6~s. 1 
'• 

and complete in~tructions for tedtictioh of tf burH · , 

hazards. : •. ) 1 ; 

For additio.nal information concerning ·the tf burn ,'· i 
ptobiem contact: f. . -· , 1l. " 


